
DISCOVER THE SECRET SAUCE 
Phase Conjugation - Life affirming Bio-Active Field

The QuantaphiTM is the latest development from the creators of 
the Theraphi. The Theraphi is well known around the world and 
recognized as the most advanced Plasma Wave therapy device. 
Phi-ratio-harmonic-cascade-induced longitudinal plasma waves 
and their resultant superluminal phase-conjugate (time-reversed) 

negative entropy, is the key to well being and healing.

The QuantaphiTM is designed to be used as a room 
conditioner for sacred space and meditation.

QUANTAPHITM

Taking Sound Healing to a Whole New Level

•  Several plasma tubes can be charged  
to fill the room with coherent energy, 
including sound.

•  The plasma tubes are charged wirelessly 
and can be handled safely and positioned 
near the Tesla coils to light up.

•  The light from the plasma tubes is  
a beautiful purple orange gold blue  
in a darkened room.     

•  Any audio source can be input to  
the amp, analog and digital.  

•  Any sound therapy program or audio 
function generator can be used with the 
Quantaphi.

•  The QuantaphiTM radiates a coherent  
energy field protecting you from  
negative EMF radiations.

     Enhanced music listening 

          Enhanced sound healing 

              EMF Protection

              Conditioning Rooms 

       Creating Sacred Space



The Quantaphi’s new compact Plasma Tubes 
also provide a new accessory to complement the 
original Theraphi and it opens the door to several 
new applications. It allows you play any of your 
favourite music through the Hi Fidelity amplifier 
while activating the plasma at the same time with 
the tesla coils. This creates an electrostatic field in 
the proximity of your sound system. The coils and 
plasma producing this field increases the quality 
of the listening experience. The plasma tubes can 
be used as with traditional frequency based plasma 
healing devices. They are capable of creating a 
large field effect as well as being gentle enough for 
direct contact. The QuantaphiTM modulates the Tesla 
coils/plasma tubes with the stereo audio signal, 
optionally it can stimulate the Tesla coils to produce
high frequency sound to complement the stereo
speakers, a corona wind tweeter!

By combining plasma and sound healing 
technology; the Quantaphi provides a wide range of 
applications. Included with the system is:

•  Hi Fidelity Class-D amplifier with a wide range 
of inputs. 

•  Two Tesla Coils, each one capable of driving 
several plasma tubes as well as being able to act 
as two independent channels. 

•  Two plasma tubes which can be driven in various 
configurations by the Tesla Coils.

You can use a multitude of existing frequency 
generating sources including:

   • Spooky2  • Flame in Mind   

 • Any function generator  

 • Any software based

Negentropy is, in fact, life force itself - the ordering 
force in the universe. Entropy is the breakdown of 
order and is associated with the forward movement 
of time. But time has two arrows! Time reversal 
is the backward movement of time and is the 
restoration of order. 

The QuantaphiTM may be purchased separately 
or with the Theraphi, priced as a package!     

For a detailed understanding take a look at the 
Theraphi and its history, go to Theraphi.tech.

For more information on purchasing  
the QuantaphiTM contact Roger Green  

Email: info@Theraphi.tech

“The QuantaphiTM radiates  

a coherent energy field 

protecting you from  

negative EMF radiations..”


